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ENERGY BASED SPLIT VECTOR 
QUANTIZER EMPLOYING SIGNAL 
REPRESENTATION IN MULTIPLE 
TRANSFORM DOMAINS 
2 
431-434 June 1994; Berg, A. P., and Mikhael, W. B., "A 
survey of mixed transform techniques for speech and image 
coding," Proc. of the 1999 IEEE International Symposium 
Circ. and Syst., ISCAS '99, vol. 4, 1999; Berg, A. P., and 
Mikhael, W. B., "An efficient structure and algorithm for 
image representation using nonorthogonal basis images," 
IEEE Trans. Circ. and Syst. II, pp: 818-828 vol. 44 Issue: 10, 
October 1997; Berg, A. P., and Mikhael, W. B., "Formal 
development and convergence analysis of the parallel adap-
The invention relates to representation of one and multi-
dimensional signal vectors in multiple nonorthogonal 
domains and in particular to the design of Vector Quantizers 
that choose among these representations which are useful for 
speech applications and this Application claims the benefit 
of United States Provisional Application No. 60/372,521 
filed Apr. 12, 2002. 
BACKGROUND AND PRIOR ART 
10 tive mixed transform algorithm," Proc. of 1997 IEEE Inter-
national Symposium Circ. and Syst., Vol. 4,1997 pp. 2280-
2283; Ramaswamy, A., and Mikhael, W. B., "A mixed 
transform approach for efficient compression of medical 
images," IEEE Trans. Medical Imaging, pp. 343-352, vol 15 
Naturally occurring signals, such as speech, geophysical 
signals, images, etc., have a great deal of inherent redun-
dancies. Such signals lend themselves to compact represen-
tation for improved storage, transmission and extraction of 
information. Efficient representation of one and multidimen-
sional signals, employing a variety of techniques has 
received considerable attention and many excellent contri-
butions have been reported. 
15 Issue: 3, June 1996; Ramaswamy, A., and Mikhael, W. B., 
"Multitransform applications for representing 3-D spatial 
and spatio-temporal signals," Conference Record of the 
Twenty-Ninth Asilomar Conference on Signals, Syst. and 
Computers, vol: 2, 1996; Mikhael, W. B., and Ramaswamy, 
20 A., "Resolving Images in Multiple Transform Domains with 
Applications," Digital Signal Processing-A Review, pp. 
81-90, 1995; Ramaswamy, A., Zhou, W., and Mikhael, W. 
B., "Subband Image Representation Employing Wavelets 
and Multi-Transforms," Proc. of the 40th Midwest Sympo-Vector Quantization is a powerful technique for efficient 
representation of one and multidimensional signals [see 
Gersho A.; Gray R. M. Vector Quantization and Signal 
Compression, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991.] It can 
also be viewed as a front end to a variety of complex signal 
processing tasks, including classification and linear trans-
formation. It has been shown that if an optimal Vector 
Quantizer is obtained, under certain design constraints and 
for a given performance objective, no other coding system 
can achieve a better performance. An n dimensional Vector 
Quantizer V of size K uniquely maps a vector x in an n 
dimensional Euclidean space to an element in the set S that 35 
contains K representative points i.e., 
25 sium Circ. and Syst., vol: 2, pp: 949-952, 1998;. Mikhael, W. 
B., and Berg, A. P., "Image representation using nonorthogo-
nal basis images with adaptive weight optimization," IEEE 
Signal Processing Letters, vol: 3 Issue: 6, pp: 165-167, June 
1996; and Berg, A. P., and Mikhael, W. B., "Fidelity 
30 enhancement of transform based image coding using non-
orthogonal basis images," 1996 IEEE International Sympo-
sium Circ. and Syst., pp. 437-440 vol. 2, 1996.] 
A search was carried out which encompassed a novel 
software system which overcame the problem of transmit-
ting different types of data such as speech, image, video data 
within a limited bandwidth. The searched system of the 
invention hereafter disclosed initially passes data separately 
through various transform domains such as Fourier Trans-
form, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Haar Transform, Vector Quantization techniques have been successfully 
applied to various signal classes, particularly sampled 
speech, images, video etc. Vectors are formed either directly 
from the signal waveform (Waveform Vector Quantizers) or 
from the LP model parameters extracted from the signal 
(Mode based Vector Quantizers). Waveform vector quantiz-
ers often encode linear transform, domain representations of 
the signal vector or their representations using Multiresolu-
tion wavelet analysis. The premise of a model based signal 
characterization is that a broadband, spectrally flat excitation 
40 Wavelet Transform, etc. In a learning mode the invention 
represents the data signal transmissions in each domain 
using a coding scheme (e.g. bits) for data compression such 
as a split vector quantization scheme with a novel algorithm. 
Next, the invention evaluates each of the different domains 
is processed by an all pole filter to generate the signal. Such 
45 and picks out which domain move accurately represents the 
transmitted data by measuring distortion. The dynamic sys-
tem automatically picks which domain is better for the 
particular signal being transmitted. 
a representation has useful applications including signal 50 
compression and recognition, particularly when Vector 
Quantization is used to encode the model parameters. 
Recently, it has been shown that representation of signals 
in multiple nonorthogonal domains of representation reveals 
unique signal characteristics that may be exploited for 55 
encoding signals efficiently. See: Mikhael, W. B., and Span-
ias, A., "Accurate Representation of Time Varying Signals 
Using Mixed Transforms with Applications to Speech," 
IEEE Trans. Circ. and Syst., vol. CAS-36, no: 2, pp. 329, 
February 1989; Mikhael, W. B., and Ramaswamy, A., "An 60 
efficient representation of nonstationary signals using 
mixed-transforms with applications to speech," IEEE Trans. 
Circ. and Syst. II: Analog and Digital Signal Processing, vol: 
42 Issue: 6, pp: 393-401, June 1995; Mikhael, W. B., and 
Ramaswamy, A, "Application of Multitransforms for lossy 65 
Image Representation," IEEE Trans. Circ. and Syst. II: 
Analog and Digital Signal Processing, vol: 41 Issue: 6, pp. 
The search produced the following nine patents: 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,751,742 to Meeker proposes methods for 
prioritization of transform domain coefficients and is appli-
cable to pyramidal transform coefficients and deals only 
with a single transform domain coefficient that is arranged 
according to a priority criterion; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,402,185 to De With, et al discloses a 
motion detector which is specifically applicable to encoding 
video frames where different transform coding techniques 
are selected on the determination of motion; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,513,128 to Rao proposes multispectral 
data compression using inter-band prediction wherein mul-
tiple spectral bands are selected from a single transform 
domain representation of an image for compression; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,563,661 to Takahashi, et al. discloses a 
method specifically applicable to image compression where 
a selector circuits picks up one of many photographic modes 
and uses multiple nonorthogonal domain representations for 
US 7,310,598 Bl 
3 
signal frames with an encoder that picks up a domain of 
representation that meets a specific criterion; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,703,704 to Nakagawa, et al. discloses a 
stereoscopic image transmission system which does not 
employ signal representation in multiple domains; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,870,145 to Yada, et al. discusses a 
quantization technique for video signals using a single 
transform domain although a multiple nonorthogonal 
domain Vector Quantization is proposed; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,901,178 to Lee, et al. describes a post- 10 
compression hidden data transport for video signals in which 
they extract video transform samples in a single transform 
domain from a compressed packetized data stream and use 
spread spectrum techniques to conceal the video data; 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,024,287 to Takai, et al. discloses a Fourier 15 
Transform based technique for a card type recording 
medium where only a single domain of representation of 
information is employed: and, 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,067,515 to Cong, et al. discloses a speech 
recognition system based upon both split Vector Quantiza- 20 
tion and split matrix quantization which materially differs 
from a multiple domain vector quantization where vectors 
formed from a signal are represented using codebooks in 
multiple redundant domains. 
It would be highly desirable to provide a vector quanti- 25 
zation approach in multiple nonorthogonal domains for both 
waveform and model based signal characterization. 
4 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 
FIG. 1 shows a Multiple Transform Domain Split Vector 
Quantizer (MTDSVQ). 
FIG. 2 shows Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) vs. Bits per 
Sample (BPS) using three approaches. 
FIG. 3 shows the SNR vs. vector length in samples for 1.5 
BPS encoding of the speech sampled at 8000 samples/sec 
using VQMND-W. 
FIG. 4 graphs percentage of vectors that are better rep-
resented by DCT and Haar for different BPS and vector 
lengths of 32 samples. 
FIG. 5 shows SNR vs. BPS of speech coded using 
VQMND-W for two cases. 
FIG. 6(a) shows the Records of input speech sampled at 
8000 Samples/sec, and vector lengths of 32 samples. 
FIG. 6(b) Vector Quantized Reconstruction at 2 bits/ 
sample sampled at 8000 Samples/sec, and vector lengths of 
32 samples. 
FIG. 6(c) error signal speech sampled at 8000 Samples/ 
sec, and vector lengths of 32 samples. 
FIG. 7(a) and (b) shows an LP Model based signal 
characterization (a) Linear Prediction Analysis and (b) Lin-
ear Prediction Synthesis, respectively. 
FIGS. 8 (a) and (b) illustrates the results of the process of 
Windowing the Signal Bank of Trapezoidal windows of 
length N, and Structure of a window, respectively. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The first objective of the invention is to present a novel 
Vector Quantization technique in multiple nonorthogonal 
domains for both waveform and model based signal char-
acterization. 
FIG. 9 shows the LP Coefficient Encoding Process 
wherein H, is the unquantized Synthesis filter response for 
30 the i'h signal frame. 
A further objective is to demonstrate an example appli-
cation of Vector Quantization in multiple nonorthogonal 
domains, to one of the most commonly used signals, namely 
speech. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention utilizes a soft-
ware system comprising the steps of: initially passing data 
separately through various transform domains such as Fou-
rier Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Haar 
Transform, Wavelet Transform, etc; then during the learning 
mode the resulting data signal transmissions in each domain 
uses a coding scheme (e.g. bits) for data compression such 
FIG. 10 shows a Split Vector Quantization of LP Coeffi-
cient vector in domain j. 
FIG. 11 shows P multiple transform domain representa-
tions for each of the M segments of the residuals, for the i'h 
35 
input signal frame. 
FIG. 12 graphs three cases of normalized energy in error 
(NEE) in the reconstructed synthesis filter vs. the number of 
bits per frame allotted for coding the LP coefficients. 
40 
FIG. 13 graphs percentage of vectors in the running mode 
for different codebook sizes. 
FIG. 14(a) shows SNR vs. bits per frame for reconstruc-
tion of signal shown in FIG. 15. 
FIG. 14(b) shows SNR vs. bits per frame for reconstruc-
45 tion of signal shown in FIG 15 for the following: (i) 
Encoding LP coefficients using LSP and residues using 
HAAR; (ii) Encoding LP coefficients using LAR and resi-
dues using DCT; and, (iii) Encoding the LP coefficients and 
as a split vector quantization scheme with a novel algorithm; 
and, evaluates each of the different domains and picks out 
which domain more accurately represents the transmitted 
data by measuring the extent of distortion by means of a 
dynamic system which automatically picks which domain is 50 
better for the particular signal being transmitted. 
residuals using the proposed LP-MND-VQ-S. 
FIGS. 15 (a), (b), and (c) shows original speech record, 
reconstructed speech record and reconstruction error respec-
tively using the proposed VQMND-Ms at 1 bps vs. time 
(secs). 
The resulting performance improvement is clearly dem-
onstrated in term of reconstruction quality for the same bit 
rate compared to existing single domain Vector Quantization 
techniques. Although one-dimensional speech signals are 
used to demonstrate the improved performance of the pro-
posed method, the technique developed can be easily 
extended to several other one and multidimensional signal 
classes. An iterative codebook accuracy enhancement algo-
rithm, applicable to both waveform and model based Vector 
Quantization in Multiple Nonorothgonal Domains, which 
yields further improvement in signal coding performance, is 
subsequently presented. 
FIGS. 16 (a) and (b) show spectrogram of the original 
55 speech signal and the spectrogram of reconstructed synthe-
sized signal respectively, using VQMND-Ms at 1 pbs. 
FIG. 17 shows a flow chart for the Adaptive Codebook 
Accuracy Enhancements (ACAE) algorithm. 
FIG. 18 (a) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
60 iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 1.125 bps. 
Further objects and advantages of this invention will be 
apparent from the following detailed description of presently 65 
preferred embodiments which are illustrated schematically 
FIG. 18 (b) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 1.375 bps. 
FIG. 18 (c) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 1.5 bps. in the accompanying drawings. 
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FIG. 19 (a) and (b) show results of speech waveforms 
employing the ACAE algorithm for VQMND-W before and 
after reconstruction, respectively. 
FIG. 20 (a) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 0.75 bps. 
FIG. 20 (b) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 0.875 bps. 
FIG. 20 (c) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 10 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 1 bps. 
FIG. 20 (d) shows SNR improvement (training mode) vs. 
iteration index employing the ACAE algorithm applied to 
VQMND-W for 1.1 bps. 
FIG. 21 (a) and (b) show speech waveforms employing 




technique [see Gersho, A., and Gray, R. M., "Vector Quan-
tization and Signal Compression," Kluwer Academic Pub-
lishers, 1991.] 
Section 2: VQMND for Waveform Coding of 
Signals (VQMND-W) 
Among various signal-coding methods, transform domain 
representation and analysis-synthesis model based coding 
techniques are widely used. Appropriately selected linear 
transform domain representations compact the signal infor-
mation in fewer coefficients than time/space domain repre-
sentation. 
2.1 Multiple Transform Split Vector Quantizer 
Codebook Design 
Different linear transform domain representations have 
different energy compaction properties. The vector quanti-
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 
Before explaining the disclosed embodiment of the 
present invention in detail it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited in its application to the details of the 
particular arrangement shown since the invention is capable 
20 zation technique described in this invention uses a multiple 
transform domain representation. Prior to codebook forma-
tion, signal vectors are formed from n successive samples of 
speech and the energy in each vector is normalized. The 
normalization factor, called the gain, is encoded separately 
of other embodiments. Also, the terminology used herein is 
for the purpose of description and not of limitation. 
25 using 8 bits. Alternatively, a factor to normalize the dynamic 
range for different vectors can be used [see Berg, A. P.; 
Mikhael, W. B. Approaches to High Quality Speech Coding 
using Gain Adaptive Vector Quantization. Proc of Midwest 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, 1992.]. 
Each vector is transformed simultaneously into P non-
orthogonal linear transform domains. The vectors are then 
split into M subbands, generally of different lengths, each 
containing approximately 1/M of the total normalized aver-
age signal energy. In the K'h transform domain, the m'h 
Firstly, in Section 1, an overall framework of our inven-
tion, Vector Quantization in Multiple Non orthogonal 30 
Domain (VQMND) for both waveform and model based 
coding of one and multidimensional signals is presented. In 
Section 2, the preferred embodiment for a waveform coder 
employing VQMND, designated VQMND-W, is developed. 
Extensive simulation results using one dimensional speech 
signals are given. Following a detailed description of a 
model based coder using VQMND, designated VQMND-M 
35 subvector denoted by <IY,m where j-1 to Pas indicated by 20, 
22, 26 and 28, m=l to M, and the number of coefficients in 
that subvector is denoted by I! m· 
is presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, the adaptive 
codebook accuracy enhancement (ACAE) algorithm is pre-
sented and simulation results are provided to demonstrate 40 
the further improvement in VQMND-W and VQMND-M 
when the ACAE algorithm is used. 




I, Lj,, = n K = 1, 2, ... P 
(2) 
m=l 
The training subvectors corresponding to <I>,,,;1 are clus-
tered using k-mcans clustering algorithm [see Linde Y.; 
Buzo A.; Gray R. M. An Algorithm for Vector Quantizer 
Design. IEEE Transactions on Communication, COM-28: 
In this section, a brief description of Vector Quantization 
in Multiple Nonorthogonal Domains for Waveform Coding 
(VQMND-W) and Vector Quantization in Multiple Nonor-
thogonal Domains for Model Based Coding VQMND-M is 
presented. The following convention for representation is 
established: 
50 pp. 702-710, 1980.] and the codebook c,,; is designed, 
where each codeword c J corresponds to a centroid <i> J. 
Since the energy content in each sub band is nearly the sa~e, 
an equal number of bits is allotted to each sub band. Referring now to FIG. 1, in this invention, the vector 
obtained from a windowed signal, is represented by x, 10. 
Here i represents the index of the windowed segment of the 55 
signal oflength N. For waveform coding, the vector x, 10 is 
formed from N time domain signal samples. For LP model 
based coding, a vector x, is formed corresponding to the LP 
model coefficients as well as the prediction residuals, 
extracted from the windowed signal. The representation of 60 
the vector x, in P nonorthogonal domains is denoted <IY, for 
domains j-1, 12, 214 ... ,P16 andj 18. The block diagram 
of the VQMND is given in FIG. 1. 
For efficient encoding ofx,, a large number of bits has to 
be allocated for each vector. This may cause the codebook 65 
size to be prohibitively large. The problem is addressed by 
using a suboptimal split or partitioned vector quantization 
2.2 Multiple Transform Split Vector Quantizer: 
Encoder 
In the running mode, signal vectors formed from input 
speech samples are partitioned to form subvectors corre-
sponding to <I>,,,;118. Each of these sections is mapped to its 
corresponding codebook C J e.g., <i> 1 12 to codebook 32, 
<i>;2 14 to codebook 34, <i>/ l6 to cod~book 36, and <i>( 18 to 
codebook 40 and the code words are concatenated to form 
C1=[ c/ ci, .. , . c,JJ. The repr~sentative vector in each 
domain, <I>(=[<I>,/, <I>,j, ... <I>,,J[ is also formed by 
concatenation of the representative vectors of the subband 
sections of that domain. The domain whose representative 
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vector best approximates the input vector in terms of the 
least squared distortion is chosen to represent the input and 
an index pointing to the chosen domain is appended to the 
code word. This index does not add any significant overhead 
to the codewords since a large number of transform domains 
may be indexed using a few bits. This is especially true for 
long vectors. The energy in the error for each transform 
domain representation is computed. Thus, if <I>( and <i>( are 
the input vector and the reconstructed representative vector 
8 
percentage of total vector energy they contain are shown in 
Table 1. Training subvectors belonging to each subband of 
each transform are then collected and clustered using the 
k-means clustering algorithm. 
The average number of bits per sample is calculated by 
dividing the total number of bits used to represent the 
concatenation of code words corresponding to each con-
stituent subvector by the total length of the vector. 
in the j'h transform domain, respectively, then domain b 10 
selected to represent the input vector, x,, is chosen such that 
In the running mode, testing speech vectors of 32 samples 
are formed. As for the training, each testing vector is 
transformed into two transform domains: DCT and HAAR, 
i.e. P=2, and each transformed vector is split into four 






) and C2=(c/,c/ c/,c4
2
) are obtained from the code-
11<1>/-<i>/112 <ll<P(-<1>(112 for all j~l, 2 ... , P and j .. b. (3) 
where II.II represents the Euclidian norm. The index b is 
appended to the codeword to identify the domain b, 44 that 
was chosen to represent vector x,. 
2.3 Multiple Transform Split Vector Quantizer: 
Decoder 
The decoder receives the concatenated codeword c!, and 
the information about the transform k used to encode the 
speech sample vector. The decoder then accesses the code-
book corresponding to the transform j. The received code-
word c!, is split into the codewords for each subvector of the 
vector. These codewords CK=[CKu CK2 , CK3 , ... CKM] are 
then mapped to the corresponding codebooks according to 
the mapping relationship given by 
15 books. The two vectors <i> 1 and <i>2 are formed. They are 
compared with the input vector X,. One of the representative 
vectors, which yields the lower energy in the error is 
selected. 
In FIG. 2, the performance of the proposed VQMND-W 
20 is compared with that of the single transform (DCR or Haar) 
vector quantizer using energy based vector partitioning. The 
results indicate that the vector quantizer performance 
employing two transforms is better than that obtained using 
a single transform for the same bit rates. From our simula-
25 tions, confirmed by the sample results given here, a gain in 
SNR of approximately 1.5 dB is consistently observed for 
values of BPS from 1.0 to 2.0 when one of the transforms 
that better represent each signal vector is used as compared 
(
4
) to using either one of the two transforms. It is expected that, 
30 a higher gain in SNR without any significant addition of 
overhead can be obtained if more transform domain repre-
sentations are used. 
The subvectors, <i>,,,(, are then concatenated to form the 
transformed speech vector. Inverse transform operation is 
then performed on <i>,,,( to obtain the normalized speech 
vector. Multiplication of these normalized speech vectors 
with the normalization factor yields the denormalized 
speech vector. Concatenation of consecutive speech vectors 
reconstructs the original speech waveform. 
2.4 Results 
The performance of the VQMND-W is evaluated in terms 
of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the reconstructed 
waveform as a function of the average number of Bits Per 
Sample (BPS). The SNR is calculated by: 
N 
1= xf 
SNR = 10 X log
10 
_N_,_·~i __ 
2.: (s; -x;)2 
i=l 
(5) 
Where x, is th i'h sample of the one-dimensional input 
speech signal oflength N and s, is the corresponding sample 
in the reconstructed waveform. 
The codebook for VQMND-W is designed using a 130 
second segment of speech sampled at 8000 Samples/second. 
Prior to processing the signal using the proposed VQMND-
The performance of the VQMND-W for 1.5 BPS using 
vector lengths of 16, 32 and 64 is compared in FIG. 3. It is 
35 
observed that for the same number of BPS, a higher SNR is 
obtained iflonger vectors are formed. This is true for speech 
signals and other signals provided that the signal remains 
relatively stationary over the vector length. FIG. 4 shows the 
percentage distribution of the domain selected as a function 
of codebook resolution (BPS). The quantizer selects 
40 approximately 60% of the representations from the DCT 
domain codebook and 40% from the HAAR domain code-
book. The higher frequency of selection of the DCT domain 
is expected because the high energy voiced parts of the 
speech signals are better represented by sinusoidal basis 
45 functions. 
FIG. 5 shows the comparison of the SNR obtained when 
the proposed VQMND-W is employed as against a multiple 
transform vector quantizer with a fixed length vector parti-
tioning. When vectors are partitioned on the basis of energy, 
50 shorter subvectors contain coefficients that have higher 
energy while longer subvectors are made up of coefficients 
that contain lower values of energy. Equal number of bits is 
allotted to each of these subvectors since they approximately 
contain equal amounts of energy. For fixed partitioning, four 
subvectors, each containing eight consecutive vector 
55 samples are used. The improvement in SNR is noted to be 
significant when an energy-based partitioning is employed. 
FIG. 8 shows a finite record of the original speech 
samples, reconstructed signal and error waveform using the 
proposed VQMND-W scheme at 2 bits/sample, vector 
60 length of 32 samples and two transforms: DCT and Haar. 
W, the input samples are 16 bit quantized. Here, training 
vectors of32 samples, the represent 4 ms of sampled speech, 
are formed. Each vector is transformed into two transform 
domains: Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and HAAR, i.e. 
P=2, and split into four subvectors corresponding to M=4. 
The average energy in each transform coefficient is calcu-
lated and the boundaries for each sub band of the vector in 65 
both the transform domains are found. The number of 
coefficients that constitute each of the subbands Lkm and the 
Section 3: VQMND for Model Based Coding of 
Signals (VQMND-M) 
Linear Prediction has been widely used in model based 
representation of signals. The premise of such representation 
is that a broadband, spectrally flat excitation, e(n), is pro-
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cessed by an all pole filter to generate the signal. Thus, 
widely used source-system coding techniques model the 
signal as the output of an all pole system that is excited by 
a spectrally white excitation signal. A typical LP source-
system signal model is shown in FIG. 7. The coefficients of 
the all pole autoregressive system are derived by Linear 
Prediction (LP) analysis, a process that derives a set of 
moving average (MA) coefficients, A,=[a;o, -a,u -ai2, ... , 
-a,(m-l)[r, a;o=l, over a frame of signal i. The LP predicts 
the present signal sample, x, (n) from m previous values by 10 
minimizing the energy in the system output which is referred 
to as the prediction residual error, R,=[r,(O), r,(1), ... 
r,(N-l)f. The frame size N is chosen such that the signal is 
relatively stationary. Thus 
m-1 





cients of speech signals," Journal of the Acous. Soc. of 
Amer., Vol.57, p. 535(a), p. s35 (A), 1975.], Log Area Ratios 
[see Viswanathan R., and Makhoul J., "Quantization prop-
erties of transmission coefficients in Linear Predictive sys-
tems," IEEE Trans. on Acoust., Speech and Signal Process-
ing, vol. ASSP-23, pp. 309-321, June 1975.] or Arc sine 
reflection coefficients [see Gray, Jr A.H., and Markel J. D., 
"Quantization and bit allocation in Speech Processing", 
IEEE Trans. onAcoust., Speech and Signal Processing, vol. 
ASSP-24, pp 459-473, December 1976] are used. 
In this section, a novel LP model based coding technique, 
Vector Quantizer in Multiple Nonorthogonal Domain-
model based codec (VQMND-M) is presented where mul-
tiple nonorthgonal domain representations of LP coefficients 
and the prediction residuals are used in conjunction with 
vector quantization. The performances of the proposed 
VQMND-M technique and the existing vector quantizers 
20 employing single domain representation are compared. 
Equivalently, in the z domain, the response of the LP 
Analysis filter is given by 
m-1 
A;(Z) = 1 - I, a,,z-k 
k=l 
(7) 25 
Sample results confirm the improved performance of the 
proposed method in terms of reconstruction quality, for the 
same bit rate, at the cost of a modest increase in computa-
ti on. 
3 .1 Encoding the LP Coefficients of the 
VQMND-M 
The LP analysis filter decorrelates the excitation and the 
30 
impulse response of the all pole synthesis filter to generate 
the prediction residual R, that is an estimate of the excitation 
signal (e(n). In other words, 
Transparent coding of the LP coefficients requires that 
there should be no objectionable distortion in the recon-
structed synthesized signal due to quantization errors in 
encoding the LP coefficients [see Paliwal K. K., and Atal B. 
S., "Efficient Vector Quantization of LPC Coefficients at 24 r,(n)=c(n) 
While decoding, the signal x,(n) is synthesized by filtering 
the excitation, r,(n), by an autoregressive synthesis filter 
whose pole locations correspond to zeroes of the LP analysis 
filter. The response of the synthesis filter is given by 
H;(Z) = --m--1--
1 - :z.: a;,c' 
k=l 
(8) 
The sinusoidal frequency response H, (f) of the synthesis 
filter is obtained by evaluating (8) over the unit circle in the 
z plane. Thus, 
H;(f) = --m--1----





Bits/Frame", IEEE Trans. Speech and Audio Processing, 
Vol. 1, pp. 3-24, January 1993.]. In this contribution, vector 
quantization of the LP coefficients in multiple domains, 
designated VQMND-M, is proposed. For efficient encoding 
40 of the LP coefficient information, a large number of bits has 
to be allocated for each vector. This causes the codebook 
size to be prohibitively large. This problem is addressed by 
using a sub optimal split or partitioned vector quantization 
technique [see Gersho A., and Gray R. M., "Vector Quan-
45 tization and Signal Compression," Kluwer Academic Pub-
lishers, 1991]. 
In the training mode, the codebooks are designed. For 
each representation of the LP coefficients, the corresponding 
coefficient vector is appropriately split into subvectors (sub-
50 bands). An equal number of bits is assigned to each sub-
vector. A codebook is then designed for each subvector of 
each representation. In the running mode, the coder selects 
codes for LP coefficients, from the domain that represents 
55 
the coefficients with the least distortion in the reconstructed 
synthesis filter response. 
where f is normalized with respect to the sampling fre-
quency. Excellent applications of Linear Prediction in Signal 
processing have been widely reported. A tutorial review of 60 
Linear Prediction analysis is given in [see Makhoul J., 
"Linear Prediction: A tutorial Review", Proc. of the IEEE, 
vol. 63, No.4, pp 561-580, April 1975.]. 
3.1.1 LP Coefficient Codebook Formation: Training 
Mode 
The input signal X(n) is first windowed appropriately. 
Although, in this invention, the technique is illustrated using 
a bank of overlapping trapezoidal windows, WM FIG. 8, 
other windows may be employed. Thus, the i'h frame of the In general, LP coefficients are not directly encoded using 
vector quantization. Other equivalent representations of the 
LP coefficients such as, Line Spectral Pairs [see Itakura F., 
"Line Spectrum representation of Linear Predictive Coeffi-
65 windowed signal, x,(n), is given by, 
x,(n)=WN(n)X(i(N-k)+n) n~O, 1 ... N-1 







k represents the length of overlap. 
The LP coefficients, A,=[1, -ail, -ai2, ... , -a,Cm-i)L are 
obtained from each signal frame, x,, by using one of the 
available LP Analysis methods, [see Makhoul J., "Linear 
Prediction: A tutorial Review", Proc. of the IEEE, vol 63, 15 
No. 4, pp 561-580, April 1975]. The LP coefficients are then 
transformed and represented in multiple equivalent nonor-
thogonal domains. Thus, for the i'h signal frame, A, is 
represented in K nonorthgonal domains and the representa-
tions are designated <I>,1, <I>,2, ... , <I>,K, where each <I>( is an 20 
mxl colunm vector, containing the representation of the LP 
coefficients in domainj. Then, each <I>(, for j=l, 2, ... , K, 
is split into L subvectors such that <I>(=[<I>,/, <I>,j, ... , <I>,j]. 
Although the lengths of the individual subvectors may vary 
according to case specific criteria, the sum of lengths of 25 
these subvectors equals m. The subvectors obtained for all 
training vectors in each domain are collected and clustered 
using a suitable vector-clustering algorithm such as the 
k-means [see Linde Y., Buzo A., Gray R., "An Algorithm for 
Vector Quantizer Design," IEEE Trans. Communication, 30 
COM-28: pp 702-710, 1980.]. Thus, a codebook is gener-
ated for each subvector of each domain of representation of 
the LP coefficients. In the j'h domain of representation, the 
codebooks designed are designated C/,Cj ... , C[ The 
accuracy of the codebooks is further enhanced using an 35 
adaptive technique. 
Section 4 
3.1.2 LP Coefficient Encoding: Running Mode 
In this section, the encoding procedure for the LP coef-
ficient vector, including the selection of appropriate domain 
40 
12 
llH/j)-H/(j)112 <1H/j)-H((j)112 , O~f~0.5 for j~ 
1,2, ... Kand j"b 
where 
fl((JJ= . 1. 
1 - iif1exp(- j2nf) - iif2 exp(- j2Jr2f) -
a~m-!)exp(-j2n(m - l)f) 
(11) 
(11) 
Here II.II represents the Euclidian norm. The index, b, of 
the chosen domain, is appended to the concatenation of the 
codewords corresponding to each subvector obtained from 
codebooks cl 6, c/, ... 'CL6 , in domain b, respectively, and 
provides the reconstructed LP coefficient vector in domain j 
138. 
3.2 Prediction Residual Coding 
In some applications, such as speech, LP coefficients are 
considered approximately stationary over the duration of 
one window, while the LP residuals are considered station-
ary over equal length segmented portions of the window. 
This situation is developed here to be consistent with the 
speech application presented later. Over each relatively 
stationary segment of the residual, appropriate linear trans-
form domain representations compact the prediction 
residual information in fewer coefficients than time/space 
domain representation. This implies that the distribution of 
energy among the various transform coefficients is highly 
skewed and few transform coefficients represent most of the 
energy in the prediction residuals. This fact is exploited in 
split vector quantization, also referred to as partitioned 
vector quantization, where the transform coefficients of the 
windowed residual vector are partitioned into subvectors. 
Each subvector is separately represented. This partitioning 
enables processing of vectors with higher dimensions in 
contrast with time/space direct vector quantization. 
In this contribution, in a manner similar to the encoding 
procedure for LP coefficients, each segment over which the 
prediction residual is considered stationary is simulta-
neously projected into multiple nonorthogonal transform 
domains. Each segment of the prediction residuals is repre-of representation is described. The schematic of the overall 
LP Coefficient encoding process utilizing linear prediction 
analysis from the input signal frame 92, is shown in FIG. 9. 
The block diagram, FIG. 10, describes the split vector 
quantization of <I>( utilized in the encoding process of FIG. 
45 sented using split vector quantization in a domain that best 
represents the prediction residuals as measured by the 
energy in the error between the original and the quantized 
residual segment. 
9 at 94, 96, 98, and 100. The quantized representations of <I>( 
110 in the domainj, is obtained by projecting each subvector 50 
<I>,L', 1=1112, 2114, . .. L116, L 118, onto the corresponding 
codebook CL', 1=1 120, 2 122, ... L124, L 126, and then 
concatenating the corresponding subvectors to obtain <i>(l 
where L=l 130, 2 132, L134 ... L 136. The quantized LP 
coefficient representation in multiple domains is designated 55 
as <i>,1, <i>,2, ... <i>,K. Each of these representations can then 
be independently transformed back to the corresponding LP 
coefficient representation. Thus, for the i'h frame of the 
signal, we have K redundant LP coefficient representations, 
designated as A,1,A,2, . . . , A_K obtained from <i> 1 60 
<I>,2, ... , <i>,K . .. , respectively. It ~ust be noted that, ea~h 
A( contains m reconstructed LP coefficients [l, -a,/, 
-a,j, ... , -a,Cm-iff. The encoder then chooses one of the 
K representations to encode the LP coefficients of the i'h 
frame that gives the minimum error according to an appro- 65 
priate criterion. For illustration in this contribution, the 
domain chosen b is such that 
3.3 Error Compensated Prediction Residuals 
Instead of obtaining the prediction residuals, R,, corre-
sponding to the i'h signal frame x,, from the unquantized LP 
coefficients A, as described by (6), the error compensated 
prediction residuals, CR,=[cr,(O), cr,(1), ... , cr,(N-l)f are 
?btained by filtering x, by the quantized LP analysis filter 
A,6. The choice of b has been described in the previous 
section. Thus, 
m-1 
cr;(n) = x;(n) - ~ 
p=l 
(12) 
-p)forn=O,l, ... N-1 
Since the residues are obtained by filtering the signal 
frame using the quantized LP coefficients, CR, accounts for 
the LP coefficient quantization error. 
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3.3.1 Error Compensated Residual Codebook 
Generation: Training Mode 
As mentioned earlier, CR, is divided into M segments 
CRw CR,2 , ... CR,M, each containing NIM residuals from 
CR,. Each segment is independently projected in P nonor-
thogonal transform domains. Let the segment CRw k=l, 
2, ... , M, be designated by 1¥,k in the j'h transform domain, 
where j=l, 2, ... , P, FIG. 11. Each transform domain 
segment representation, 1¥,k, is split into Q subvectors such 
that 1¥,k=[W,k/, 1¥,kj, ... , 1¥,k.df· It must be noted that 
the sjm of lengths of W,k./, for q=l,2, ... , Q, is N/M. A 
codebook, Ck_/, is designed by clustering the training vector 
ensemble formed by collecting the corresponding W,kj from 
all signal frames for each j, k and q. Again, considerable 
improvement in the codebook accuracy is achieved using the 
adaptive technique. 
Section 4 
3.3.2 Error Compensated Residual Encoding: 
Running Mode 
In this section, the coding of CR,, including the selection 
of the appropriate domain of representation is discussed. The 
quantized representation, W,k, of each transformed segment 
1¥,k, k=l,2 ... , M, of the signal frame i, is obtained by 
concatenating the representative subvectors w,k./ of the k'h 
segment obtained from the cookbook Ck./. Now, the 




3.4. Adaptive Codebook Design for Nonorthgonal 
Domain Representations 
In the multiple nonorthogonal domain vector quantization 
techniques described in the previous sections, codebooks in 
a given domain are used to encode only those vectors that 
are better represented in that domain. In this section, an 
adaptive codebook accuracy enhancement algorithm is 
developed where the codebooks in a given domain are 
10 improved by redesigning them using only those training 
vectors that are better represented in that domain. A detailed 
description of the adaptive codebook accuracy enhancement 
algorithm is presented in Section 4. 
For each signal frame, the domain ofrepresentation of LP 
15 coefficients and the prediction residuals are chosen accord-
ing to (11) and (13) respectively. Each set of codebooks in 
a given domain of representation for the LP coefficients 
C/,Cj, ... , Cj, for j=l,2 ... P, and for the prediction 
residuals, Ck_/, for k=l,2 ... , Mand q=l,2 ... Q, are then 
20 re-designed using a modified training vector ensemble 
formed using only those training vectors that are better 
represented in that domain, i.e., those vectors that selected 
that particular domain of representation. During each itera-
tion of the algorithm, the clustering procedure is initialized 
25 with the centroids from the previous iteration. The algorithm 
is repeated until a certain performance objective is achieved. 
In the simulation results presented in this contribution, it is 
observed that the performance of the VQMND-M, as mea-
sured by the overall Signal to Noise Ratio (17), obtained 
30 using the training set of vectors increases significantly 
during the first three to four iterations for different codebook 
sizes. No significant performance improvement is observed 
after the third or fourth iteration and the adaptive algorithm 
is terminated. The reconstructed residual vector segment CR,k is 
obtained by the inverse d transformation of W,/. These 35 
segments are then concatenated to form the reconstructed 
residual CR, corresponding to frame i. 
3.5. Application of the Proposed Technique to 
Speech Signals 
3.3.3 Signal Synthesis from Reconstructed 
Coefficients and Residuals 
At the decoder, the signal frame is reconstructed by 
emulating the signal generation model. The quantized LP 
Coefficients A/, for the frame i, are used to design the all 
pole synthesis filter whose transfer function is 
The filter is then excited by the reconstructed residual C 
R,=[cr,(O), cr,(1), ... 'cr,(N-l)]T to obtain the synthesized 
signal frame x',(n). 
The synthesis process is defined by the difference equa-
tion, 
In this section, a Vector Quantizer in Multiple Nonor-
40 thogonal Domains for Model based Coding of speech 
(VQMND-Ms) is developed and evaluated. Several repre-
sentations of the LP coefficients, and the residuals were 
considered and evaluated for this application. Sample results 
are given, and the representations selected are identified. 
45 The Log Area Ratios (LAR), and the Line Spectral Pairs 
(LSP) representations were used for the LP coefficient 
encoding since they guarantee the stability of the speech 
synthesizer. The DCT and Haar transform domains were 
used to represent the residuals since these were previously 
50 shown to augment each other in representing narrowband 
and broadband signals [see Berg, A. P. , and Mikhael, W. B., 
"A survey of mixed transform techniques for speech and 
image coding," Proc. of the 1999 IEEE International Sym-
posium Circ. and Syst., ISCAS '99, vol.4, 1999]. 
55 
m-1 
x;(n) = ci';(n) + .L/1;,x;(n- p) for n = 0, 1, ... , N - 1 
p=l 
(14) 60 
Although one-dimensional speech signals are used to dem-
onstrate the improved performance of the proposed method, 
the technique developed can be easily extended to several 
other one and multidimensional signal classes. 
Concatenation of the signal frames x',(n) with addition of 
the corresponding components of the regions of overlap 
between adjacent window frames yields the reconstructed 
speech signal, X', at the receiver. 
3.5.1 Linear Prediction Model Based Speech 
Coding 
The goal of speech coding is to represent the speech 
65 signals with a minimum number of bits for a predetermined 
perceptual quality. While speech waveforms can be effi-
ciently represented at medium bit rates of 8-16 kbps using 
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non-speech specific coding techniques, speech coding at 
rates below 8 kbps is achieved using a LP model based 
approach [see Spanias A., "Speech Coding: A Tutorial 
Review," Proc. of the IEEE, vol. 82, No 10. pp. 1541-1585, 
October 1994.] Low bitrate coding for speech signals often 
employs parametric modeling of the human speech produc-
tion mechanism to efficiently encode the short time spectral 
envelope of the speech signal. Typically, a 10 tap LP analysis 
filter is derived for a stationary segment of the speech signal 
(10-20 ms duration) that contains 80 to 160 samples for 8 
kHz sampling rate. The perceptual quality of the recon-
structed speech at the decoder largely depends on the 
accuracy with which the LP coefficients are encoded. Trans-
parent coding of LP coefficients requires that there should be 
16 
It has been proven, [see Sangamura N., and Itakura. F., 
"Speech data compression by LSP Speech analysis and 
Synthesis technique," IEEE Trans., Vol. J64 A, no.8, pp 
599-605, August 1981 (in Japanese) and Soong F. K., and 
Juang B. H., "Line Spectral Pair and Speech Data Compres-
sion," in Proc. ofICASSP-85, pp. 1.10.1-1.10.4, 1984.] that 
all LSP, <I>,P 1, p=l,2 ... m, lie on the unit circle. This implies 
that after quantization, ifthe LSP corresponding to r,(z) and 
A,(z) continue to be interlaced and lie on a unit circle, the LP 
10 analysis filter derived from the quantized LSP will have all 
its zeroes within the unit circle. In other words, the synthesis 
filter, whose poles coincide with the zeroes of the analysis 
filter, will be BIBO stable. 
no audible distortion in the reconstructed speech due to error 15 
in encoding the LP coefficients [see Paliwal K. K., and Atal 
3.5.3 Log Area Ratios 
B. S., "Efficient Vector Quantization of LPC Coefficients at 
24 Bits/Frame", IEEE Trans. Speech and Audio Processing, 
Vol. 1, pp. 3-24, January 1993.]. Often, LP coefficient 
encoding involves vector quantization of equivalent repre- 20 
sentations of LP coefficients such as Line Spectral Pairs 
(LSP), and Log Area Ratios (LAR). For the sake of com-
pleteness, the following Sections, 5.2 and 5.3, briefly review 
these two representations. The notation <I>/=[<I>,/, 
The LP coefficients, A, for the i'h speech frame x,(n), for 
n=0,1, ... , N-1 , are derived by solving m simultaneous 
linear equations given by 
m-1 
rxxCP)- I, a;krxx(P - i) = 0 for p = 1, 2, ... m. 
k=l 
(18) 
<I>i2 1 , ... , <I>,m 1[r is used to denote them LSP and <I>,2=[<I>il 2 , 25 
<I> ,2 
2
, ... , <I> im 2 ] r is used to denote them LAR obtained from 
the LP coefficients A, of the i'h speech frame. 
3.5.2 Line Spectral Pairs and Line Spectral 
Frequencies 
Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) representation of LP coefficients 
was first introduced by Itakura. The properties of the LSP 
enable encoding the LP coefficients such that the recon-
structed synthesis filter is BIBO stable [see Soong F. K., and 
Juang B. H., "Optimal Quantization of LSP Coefficients", 
IEEE Trans. Speech and Audio Processing, Vol 1, No. 1, pp. 
15-23, January 1993.]. 
For a LP analysis filter with coefficients A,, two polyno-
mials, a symmetric l',(z) and an antisymmetric A,(z) may be 
defined, such that 
r,(z) = A,(z )+z-<m-l) A,(z-1) 
30 
where 
r=(p)=E[x,(n+p)x;(p)] is the autocorrelation of the 
speech segment, and E [.] 
is the expectation operator. 
The solution of (14) is obtained using the recursive 
Levinson-Durbin [see Durbin J., "The Filtering of Time 
Series Model," Rev. Institute of International Statistics, vol. 
35 28, pp.233-244, 1960.] algorithm that involves an update 
coefficient, called the reflection coefficient, KP, for p= 1, 
2 ... , m. The reflection coefficients obey the condition IKPl<l 
for p=l,2 ... , m. The reflection coefficients are an ordered 
set of coefficients, and if coded within the limits of -1 and 
40 1, can ensure the stability of the synthesis filter. Alterna-
tively, these reflection coefficients can be transformed into 
log area ratios given by, 
(15) 45 
2 { 1 + Kp} (19) 
Them conjugate roots, <I>,P 1, p=l,2 ... , m, of the above 
polynomials are referred to as the Line Spectral Pairs (LSP). 
Equation (11) can be rewritten as, 
m/2 
r;(Z) = n (1 + Z)(l - 2<1>fi2p-l)Z-l + z-2 ) 
p=l 
m/2 





_ Kp for p = 1, 2, ... m. 
A quantization error in encoding <I>,2, <I>,2=[<I>,/, 
50 <I>,/, ... , <I>,m 2], maintains the condition IKPl<l and thus 
ensures that the poles of the reconstructed synthesis filter lie 
within the unit circle. It must be noted that the superscript 2 
is used to denote the representation of the LP coefficients as 
log area ratios. 
55 
3.5.4 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed 
VQMND-Ms 
The p'h element of <I>,1 is <I>,/ p=l,2 ... m. Thus, the LP 
coefficients and the LSPs are related to each other through 60 
nonlinear reversible transformations. Also, 
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
VQMND-Ms, speech signals sampled at 8 KHz are chosen 
and refer to FIG. 11. The window length, N, is selected to be 
128 that represents 16 msec of the speech signal. Ten LP 
coefficients are derived from each speech frame, i.e., m=lO. 
As mentioned earlier, two equivalent nonorthogonal repre-
(17) 
The coefficients Wu w2 , ... , wm are called the Line 
Spectral Frequencies (LSF). The LSP corresponding to r,(z) 
and A,(z) are interlaced and hence the LSF follow the 
ordering property of 0<w 1 <W2 < ... <Wm<Jt. 
65 sentations of the LP Coefficients, Log Area Ratios (LAR), 
and Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) are used, i.e., K=2. The vector 
formed in each domain of representation of the LP coeffi-
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cients is then split into two subvectors, i.e., L=2. The error 
compensated prediction residuals, CR, 111, for the i'h frame 
are split into four segments CRil 113, CRi2 115, CR,6 117, 
CR;M 119 each containing 32 residual samples. Each segment 
18 
the prediction residual codebook were used to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed encoder. 
The SNR, calculated by equation 21, as a function of the 
overall bps for the testing vector set, when the proposed 
LP-MND-VQ technique with an adaptive codebook design 
is used for the following two cases; (I) to encode the LP 
coefficients alone (unquantized prediction residuals are used 
in the reconstruction); and, (ii) to encode the LP coefficients 
and the ECPR, is given in FIG. 14(a) and FIG. 14(b) 
is transformed into two linear transform domain represen- 5 
tations, DCT and Haar. Thus P=2 and W,k1 121 and W,/ 123 
represent the DCT and Haar coefficient vector of the k'h 
subvector of the i'h segment. Each vector, 1¥,k, in each 
domain is now split into four subvectors corresponding to 
Q=4. Thus 1¥,k is split into [W,k/, 1¥,kj, 1¥,kj, 1¥,kj]. 
The training vector ensemble° for the design of the LP 
Coefficient codebooks C/, Cj, ... , Cf, for j=l,2 ... P, and 
the residual codebooks Ck./, for k=l,2 ... , M and q=l, 
10 respectively. The sample results presented here, confirmed 
by extensive simulations, indicate a significant improvement 
in terms of the quantitative SNR. A sample reconstruction of 
a speech waveform employing the proposed VQMND-Ms 
2 ... ,Q, are formed from a long duration recording (3 
minutes) of a speech signal. These codebooks are iteratively 15 
improved using the algorithm described in Section 4. 
The performance of the VQMND-Ms is evaluated for 
recordings of speech signals from different sources. The 
effect of quantization of LP coefficients on the response of 
the synthesis filter is studied in terms of the Normalized 20 
Energy in the Error (NEE) obtained as 
(20) 
for a bit rate of 1 bit/sample is shown in FIG. 15. The 
spectrograms of the original signal and the reconstructed 
synthesized speech signal are shown in FIG. 16. 
Section 4. Adaptive Codebook Accuracy 
Enhancement (ACAE) Algorithm 
In this section, an Adaptive CodebookAccuracy Enhance-
ment (ACAE) algorithm for Vector Quantization in Multiple 
Nonorthogonal Domains (VQMND) is developed and pre-
sented. Due to the nature of the VQMND techniques, as will 





25 be shown in this contribution, considerable performance 
enhancement can be achieved if the ACAE algorithm is 
employed to redesign the codebooks. The proposed ACAE 
algorithm enhances the accuracy of the codebooks in a given 
domain by iteratively redesigning the codebooks with only 
The plot of NEE as a function of the number of bits per 
frame to encode the LP coefficients, for single domain 
representation of LP coefficients as well as the proposed 
VQMND-Ms is given in FIG. 12. The values of the NEE for 
the proposed codec is plotted including the additional bit 
required in identifying the domain (LSP or LAR) used for 
the representation of the coefficients of each frame. It is 
observed that the NEE is significantly lower for the same 
number of bits per frame, when the proposed method is 
employed for encoding the LP coefficients as compared to 
using the single domain representation approach. 
30 those training vectors, which are better represented in that 
domain. The ACAE algorithm presented here is applicable 
to both VQMND-W and VQMND-M. Extensive simulation 
results yield enhance performance of the VQMND-W and 
VQMND-M, for the same data rate, when the improved 
35 codebooks obtained using ACAE, are used. 
4.1 ACAE for VQMND 
FIG. 17 gives an algorithmic overview of the proposed 
40 technique. The initial set of training vectors, designated 
X={x,, for all i) is simultaneously projected onto P nonor-
thogonal domains. The initial set of codebooks in the P 
domains of representation, designated C1(0),C2 (0), . . . 
FIG. 13. compares the percentage of the LP coefficient 
vectors, in the running mode, that are better represented in 
the LSP domain with the percentage that is better repre-
sented in the LAR domain. Improved performance of the 
proposed VQMND-Ms technique as compared to single 45 
domain representation approach indicates that both the 
domains were participating in enhancing the performance of 
the system. 
The performance of the overall coding system is evalu-
ated on the basis of the quality of the synthesized speech at 50 
the decoder. This performance is quantified in terms of the 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated from 
1=(X(n))2 (21) 55 
SNR(dB) = 10 log __ n___ ~ 
10 2.: (X(n) - X'(n))2 
where X(n) is the original speech signal and X'(n) is the 
reconstructed signal and n is (21) represents the sample 
index in the speech record. 
The overall number of bits per sample (bps) is calculated 
60 
by dividing the total number of bits used per frame to encode 65 
both LP coefficients and the residuals N-k. Different com-
binations of resolutions for the LP coefficient codebooks and 
CP(O) respectively, is obtained by using an algorithm such as 
k-means to cluster the representation of X in each domain. 
Thus, the codebook cJ(O), in domainj, is obtained from the 
training vector set i:'(O)={<I>( for all i}. The initial cluster 
center is chosen according to one of the commonly used 
initialization techniques given in [see Gersho A.; and Gray 
R. M., "Vector Quantization and Signal Compression," 
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991.]. 
During the first iteration of the ACAE algorithm, vectors 
from X, that chose domain j, when coded using the initial 
codebook set C1(0),C2 (0), ... CF (0), are selected and the 
corresponding <I>( are collected to form the modified training 
vector ensemble designated ii(l) 174, 176, 178. In other 
words, the modified training vector ensemble designated 
ii(l) is obtained by 
ii(l)~{<t>(I for all i, index(x,(O)h} (22) 
Here, the mapping, b=index (x,(O)) indicates that for a 
given vector, x,, the domain be was chosen, when the set of 
codebooks C1(0), C2 (0), ... CP(O) in iteration k=O were 
used. 
The codebook cJ(O) is redesigned to obtain the improved 
codebook C(l) by forming clusters from the modified 
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4.3 Performance Evaluation of the ACAE 
Algorithm for VQNMD Speech Coding 
In this Section, the performance of the proposed ACAE 
training vector set il(l). The cluster centers of the cJ(O) are 
used to initialize the cluster centers for designing the code-
book set C(l ). The same procedure is followed to update the 
codebook set in all domains, i.e., for j=l,2, ... , P as 
indicated by 180, 182 and 184. 
The ACAE algorithm is repeated until a performance 
objective is met via 188 as indicated in block 186. In the k'h 
iteration, the modified training vector ensemble in domain j 
is obtained by 
5 algorithm is evaluated for speech codec based on VQMND 
technique using the Signal to Noise Ratio measure given by 
(24). An overlapping symmetric trapezoidal window 128 
samples long is used. The middle nonoverlapping flat por-
tion is 96 samples long. 
i!(k)~{<t>/1 for all i, index (x;(k-l))~j} 
10 
(23) 
The final cluster centers of cJ(k-1) are used to initialize 
the cluster centers for cJ (k). 
The performance criteria evaluated at the k'h iteration is 
denoted Q(k). An example of Q(k) is the Signal to Noise 15 
Ratio (SNR) evaluated for encoding the training signal using 
VQMND with codebook set cJ(k) for j=l,2, ... P. In this 
case, Q(k) is computed as follows. Let S(n) be the input 
signal and Sk(n) the reconstructed signal obtained using 
either VQMND-W or VQMND-M. The subscript k indicates 20 
that the codebooks from the k'h iteration of the ACAE 
algorithm are used. The Signal to Noise Ratio for the k'h 
iteration of the ACAE algorithm is given by 
4.4 Improved VQMND-W using ACAE 
The performance of the ACAE algorithm described in the 
previous Section is evaluated for VQMND-W. The vectors 
formed from the windowed signal are projected onto two 
nonorthgonal transform domains, DCT and Haar, i.e., P=2. 
The DCT and Haar transform domains are used since these 
were previously shown to augment each other in represent-
ing narrowband and broadband signals [see Berg, A. P., and 
Mikhael, W. B., "A survey of mixed transform techniques 
for speech and image coding," Proc. of the 1999 IEEE 
International Symposium Circ. and Syst., ISCAS '99, vol. 4, 
1999.]. The vectors formed are split into four subvectors, 









1 (0)], and [C/(O), C/(O), C/(O), C/(O)] in 
domains 1, and 2, respectively are designed. The codebooks 
in each domain are now modified by the ACAE algorithm 
described above. At the end of each iteration, the perfor-
It must be noted that, n represents the sample index in the 
signal. 
30 
While the SNR 190 is used for performance evaluation in the 35 
simulations here, other case specific objective measures may 
also be gainfully employed. 
4.2 ACAE for Split VQMND 
The ACAE algorithm can be easily extended to Split 
VQNMD discussed earlier. Each input vector, x,, may be 
vector quantized in a domainj by projecting the subvectors 
of its representation <I>(=[<I\/, <I>,j, ... <I>,/], onto the 
40 
mance is evaluated in terms of SNR (k). 
FIG. 18 shows the plot of the SNR(k) vs. iteration number 
k for different coding rates measured in bits per sample 
(bps). Sample results are shown in FIG. 19., for a speech 
waveform S(n) and the corresponding reconstruction error 
[S(n)-Sk(n), for k=4, when VQMND-W is used with, and 
without the ACAE algorithm. The coding rate is 2 bps. 
4.5 Improved VQMND-M Using the ACAE 
Algorithm 
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
VQMND-M, speech signal sampled at 8 KHz is chosen. 
Each window length, N, is selected to be 128 that represents 
165 msec of the speech signal. Two equivalent nonorthgonal 
representations of the LP coefficients. Log Area Ratios corresponding codebooks [C/(O), Cj(O), ... Cj(O)]. con-
catenating, and inverse j transforming the representative 
vectors from each codebook. The quantized reconstruction 
of x, employing vector quantization in domain j is denoted 
x((O). The index (0) corresponds to the iteration index k=O. 
45 (LAR), and Line Spectral Pairs (LSP), are used, i.e., P=2. 
The LAR, and the LSP representations are used for the LP 
coefficient encoding since they guarantee the stability of the 
speech synthesizer. The vector formed in each domain of 
representation of the LP parameters is then split into two 
In the first iteration of the codebook improvement, the initial 
codebooks in the domainj, [C/(O), Cj(O), ... Cj(O)], are 
improved by modifying the respective training vector 
ensemble to include only subvectors whose corresponding x, 
chose domain j for their representation. In other words, the 
training vector ensemble for the subvector 1 in domain j is 
given by 
50 subvectors, i.e., L=2. 
(25) 
The prediction residuals, R,, for the i'h frame are split into 
four segments R,u Ri2, R,3 , R,4 each containing 32 residuals. 
Each segment is transformed into two linear transform 
domain representations, DCT and Haar. Thus P=2 and W,k1 
55 and W,/ represent the DCT and Haar coefficient vector of 
the k'h subvector of the i'h segment. Each vector, 1¥,k, in each 
domain is now split into four subvectors. Thus 1¥,k is split 
into [W,k/, W,k_j, 1¥,k_j, 1¥,k_i]. 
The improved codebook set C/(1) in each domain j is 
designed by employing a clustering algorithm on the corre- 60 
sponding training vector ensemble i:/(1). The initial cluster 
centers for the clustering algorithm are selected to be the set 
C/(O). 
The codebook update algorithm is repeated and terminated 65 
and when the performance objective Q(k) is satisfied or no 
appreciable improvement is achieved. 
The training vector ensemble for the design of the LP 
Parameter codebooks C/, Cj, ... Cj, for j=l,2 ... P, and 
the residual codebooks Ck/, for k=l,2 ... Mand q=l, 
2 . . . Q, are formed fro~ a long duration recording (3 
minutes) of a speech signal. Each set of codebooks in a given 
domain of representation for the LP parameters C/, 
Cj, ... , Cj for j=l,2 and for the prediction residuals Ck./, 
for k= 1,2 ... , 4, and q= 1,2, ... 4,is then re-designed using 
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a modified training vector ensemble formed using only those 
training vectors that are better represented in that domain, 
i.e., those vectors that selected that particular domain of 
representation. 
At the end of each iteration, the performance employing the 
latest set of improved codebooks is evaluated in terms of 
SNR (k). FIG. 20 shows the plot of the SNR (k) vs. the 
iteration number k for different coding rates measured in bits 
fse:;~~~~~· i~ ~~r::~r;: t~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~ ~t~;a~~o~sd! 10 
the ACAE algorithm. Sample results are shown in FIG. 21, 
for a speech waveform S(n) and the corresponding recon-
struction error [S(n)-Sk(n), for k=4, when VQMND-M is 
used with, and without theACAE algorithm. The coding rate 
15 
is 1 bps. 
While the invention has been described, disclosed, illus-
trated and shown in various terms of certain embodiments or 
modifications which it has presumed in practice, the scope 
of the invention is not intended to be, nor should it be 
20 
deemed to be, limited thereby and such other modifications 
or embodiments as may be suggested by the teachings herein 
are particularly reserved especially as they fall within the 
breadth and scope of the claims here appended. 
We claim: 
1. A method for preparation of a multiple transform split 
25 
vector quantizer codebook comprising the steps of: 
(a) forming signal vectors from a predetermined number 
of successive samples of speech; 
(b) normalizing an energy in each signal vector; 
30 
(c) transforming each normalized signal vector simulta-
neously into multiple linear transform domains; 
( d) splitting the transformed normalized signal vectors 
from step ( c) into sub bands M of different lengths, each 
containing approximately 1/M of a total normalized 
35 
average signal energy to obtain corresponding training 
subvectors; and 
( e) clustering the training subvectors by means of a 
k-means clustering algorithm for preparation of the 
multiple transform split vector quantizer codebook. 
40 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein said normalizing is 8 
bit. 
3. A method for multiple transform split vector quantizer 
encoding of an input speech vector comprising the steps of: 
(a) partitioning plural different signal vectors formed from 
45 
the input speech vector to form plural subvectors; 
(b) mapping each of plural formed subvectors to a cor-
responding codebook as code words in multiple trans-
form domains simultaneously; 
( c) concatenating the resulting code words for each code-
50 
book; 
( d) determining a domain whose representative vector 
best approximates the input vector in terms of a least 
squared distortion; 
(e) concatenating the representative vectors of subband 
55 
sections of that domain; 
(f) choosing the resulting domain vector to represent the 
input vector and as an index appended to the code word 
for the multiple transform split vector quantizer encod-
ing of the input vector. 
22 
4. A system for vector quantization of input speech data 
in multiple domains comprising: 
a processing device for executing a set of instructions, 
said processing device including a memory for storing 
said set of instructions, the set of instructions compris-
ing: 
(a) a first instruction for initially passing the input speech 
data separately through plural non orthogonal trans-
form domains simultaneously; 
(b) a second instruction for passing said data into a 
learning mode; 
( c) a third instruction for compressing said data in a 
multiple transform split vector quantization codebook; 
( d) a fourth instruction for evaluating each of the different 
domains to determine which domain represents the 
transmitted data; and, 
( e) a subset of instructions for system automatically 
selecting the domains which are better suited for the 
particular signal being transmitted to improve trans-
mission of different types of data within a limited 
bandwidth using the vector quantization of input data in 
multiple domains. 
5. The system of claim 4 wherein the data signal trans-
missions in each domain uses a coding scheme. 
6. The system of claim 4 wherein the evaluating is 
measured by determining least distortion. 
7. A method for iterative codebook accuracy enhancement 
for Vector Quantization comprising the steps of: 
(a) simultaneously projecting an initial set of training 
vectors of original signal onto plural nonorthogonal 
domains; 
(b) obtaining an initial set of codebooks in each of the 
plural domains of representation; 
( c) selecting vectors from the initial set of training vectors 
that chose a first domain, when coded using the initial 
codebook set; 
( d) collecting a corresponding representation of the input 
vector <I>, 1 to form a modified training vector ensemble; 
( e) redesigning said initial set of codebooks to obtain the 
improved codebook set in all domains; and, 
(f) continuing the redesigning of the improved codebook 
set in all domains as set forth in the preceding steps 
until a performance improvement in signal coding 
performance of both waveform and model based Vector 
Quantization in Multiple Nonorthogonal Domains is 
realized. 
8. An iterative codebook accuracy enhancement method 
according to claim 7 wherein the initial codebooks in the 
domain are modified to limit the respective training vector 
ensemble to include only subvectors whose corresponding 
input vector choose the first domain for their representation 
whereby speech reconstruction quality for the same bit rate 
is markedly improved in performance. 
* * * * * 
